


THE ARCHITECTURE OE THE
JUMPING UNIVERSE

A POLEMIC

How Complexity Science is Changing Architecture and Culture

A new world view, influenced by current science, shows

the universe to be more creative and dynamic than previ-

ously thought. This shift in thinking, Charles Jencks argues,

is from a traditional religious perspective to a cosmogenic

orientation: the view that we inhabit a self-organizing uni-

verse in which the mind and culture are understood to be

not accidental but typical of its creativity.

How might this view change architecture and culture?

In this, the second edition, Jencks makes the case that the

recently formulated Complexity Theory and theory of a crea-

tive cosmogenesis offer a basic answer. Architecture might

reflect the processes of the universe, its energy, its growths

and sudden leaps, its beautiful twists, curls and turns; its

catastrophes.

The book presents the basic ideas of the Sciences of

Complexity and shows many buildings based on this new

language by leading architects (such as Peter Eisenman,

Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind) along with ecological

and organic designs. Jencks' own recent work is used to

illustrate concepts in physics and an architecture based

on waves, twists and fractals. The second edition shows

the movement of Nonlinear Architecture gathering momen-

tum in different parts of the world with notable buildings

completed in Australia, Japan, Germany and America. This

friendly polemic, in a long tradition of partisan manifestoes,

both advocates and criticizes as it seeks to define a new

direction for the contemporary arts. It defines the challenge

of a new spiritual culture, based on the twin concepts of

cosmogenesis and the emergence of ever higher levels of

sensitivity and organization.
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Four Jumps to Consciousness. Each of the four worlds emerged unpredictably from
a small part of its predecessor, and our own world is the first to reflect back on the
underlying causes and laws. One part of these laws, the Cosmic Code which scien-
tists are slowly decoding, created the initial inflation badly named the 'Big Bang'.
Because new, holistic worlds really do emerge with their own internal laws and
being, the reductivist programme of Modern science will only produce partial truths.
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INTRODUCTION: THE JUMPING UNIVERSE

God's not in heaven, the Prince has lost his wife, and all's wrong with the
world. For more than fifty years, the complaint has been that society has lost its
orientation. But the trouble started earlier; ever since Copernicus displaced
man from the center of things, Darwin gave him a family tree of apes from
which to swing, and Freud turned his loving soul into an impulse-driven psyche,
many have assumed this disorientation to be permanent. Nietzsche, of course,
celebrated the death of God because it promoted the freedom and power of
future man, superman, and recently Deconstructionists and the Archbishop of
Canterbury - to name opposites - have drawn different conclusions from this
secular shift. They do, however, agree on one thing: society lacks direction, it
is disintegrating into angry fragments. Many post-modernists claim that it is
confused because there is no shared philosophy, no 'metanarrative'.

Against this background of dissent and decline is an unnoticed growth. A
new world-view has started to spring up. For the first time in the West since the
twelfth century we are beginning to construct an all-encompassing story that
could unite people of the globe, a metanarrative of the universe and its crea-
tion. This is emerging from contemporary science and cosmology, which are
again asking the deep questions: Where do we come from? Who are we? How
do we fit into an evolving world?

Our recent understanding is quite unique. We are the first generation to
know the approximate age of the universe, its likely origin, the main lines of its
history, and its fundamental principle of increasing complexity. We are the first
to unravel the major laws of its development, and the creativity, beauty and
catastrophe they must bring. We are the first to understand our significant place
in a single, unfolding process that has lasted some fifteen billion years - and we
are the first to celebrate and question these discoveries. In fact, we have a more
creative view of nature than either the Christians or Modernists could conceive.

What is this view? It is the unlikely idea - especially surprising to those who
thought nature 'was a machine, or like Darwin, that it evolved gradually - that
the universe jumps. As I will show with nonlinearity, catastrophe and emer-
gence theories, nature goes through sudden phase transitions akin to quantum
leaps. There are, it is true, continuities and gradual developments, but the
basic history of the universe is one of creative, surprising leaps in organization.
Traditional religions emphasize constancy, the Modernists with their mechanis-
tic models emphasize predictability, but the cosmos is much more dynamic
than either a pre-designed world or a dead machine.
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Think how unlikely its history is. In the last fifteen billion years only four,
really basic changes have happened. Something badly named the 'Big Bang'
created energy, this dynamic pulse partly froze into matter, then matter jumped
into life and life gave us sentient creatures and consciousness. Only four main
acts (though I will show many lesser ones in Chapter XX). To fully appreciate
the strange significance of the four and many leaps, fifteen billion years would
need to be collapsed into a two-hour film, giving drama to the sequence of
events and the mysteries of emergence.

Why should energy, then matter, arise out of the Cosmic Code? This code is
a selection from the possible laws which can cohere into a universe. Might
these laws be, as the prophet Isaiah and the cosmologist Stephen Hawking
claim, 'thoughts in the mind of God? Are they finely balanced, even fine-
tuned? Or are they just brute contingencies, a matter of very improbable luck -
something approaching the odds of a billion billion to one? And then why
should they produce insect societies and animals with feelings; why should
sentience suddenly emerge from the physical world? Or - the jump which now
finds us in mid-air - why should our minds and mathematics be so good at
laying bare the Cosmic Code? The facts of each shift are now known and not in
dispute, but the explanation remains enigmatic. Each jump is a great mystery
and - it now appears, with the theory of emergence itself - our everyday world
shows a series of lesser shifts all the time - 'emergencies' as they are sometimes
called. The implications of this new world-view are disturbing because they
show that violence and mass-extinction are essential parts of evolution. Yet
they are also promising, because they suggest we are built, in some fundamen-
tal way, into the laws of the universe. We are not, as Modernists and nihilists
thought, entirely accidental or alienated from the world.

The main outlines of the universe story I have sketched are now accepted as
standard science but this still leaves open the most crucial question: who is to
interpret these laws - just scientists and theologians? And what language should
they use, what metaphors and art are appropriate to the story? Here, it strikes
me, a chronic and depressing problem faces our culture.

Inadequate Science and Religion
Science and religion have been the two principal means we have used to
explain ultimate truths, but these traditions have both become inadequate at
presenting the significance of recent discoveries. Confronted by the extraordi-
nary truths that have emerged, they both suffer a kind of cultural autism. It is
true, as the theologian Thomas Berry says, that science is the longest unbroken
meditation on the universe. It is also a progressive meditation, that is, it results
in progress and itself shows progress. But scientists may not understand the



wider implications of their theories which must, in the nature of science, be
very limited and specialized. Or, just as bad, they may be unable to interpret
the implications in larger, cosmic ways, within a broad cultural and spiritual
tradition. As I will argue in Part Three, their explanations tend to be adolescent
metaphors. Where did the universe come from? A 'Big Bang'. How it will end?
'Big Crunch'. And what constitutes 90 per cent of its basic stuff? 'Machos' and
'wimps'. Much of science, as a tradition, is growing a systematically gray view
of the universe, something that trivializes its grandeur. The reason goes to the
heart of the modern world-view. Many modern scientists, like Richard Dawkins,
think nature is either purposeless (their injunction is 'Don't ask why') or else
vicious, that is, built on warfare. They have swallowed the Darwinian world-
view and, in turn, have been devoured by it: they end up seeing 'selfish genes'
as ultimate truths.

Theologians may also be limited in their outlook since, mostly, they are tied
into past beliefs and traditional explanations. They tend, in order to avoid
excommunication, to stuff new discoveries into old scriptures. How depress-
ing, how alienating; this traditionalism cuts us off from nature and the unfold-
ing story of the universe. It is true there are some religious teachers who have
a deeper vision, one informed by culture and one which articulates our rela-
tionship to the cosmos from within. When they distinguish between the benign
and hostile aspects, it is possible to identify with some of the more positive
cosmic meanings, and to see how we have grown from a small selection of
them. Nature may indeed prune itself on warfare, may have a selfish force at
work, but its self-organizing drive is deeper, more benign, and it gives an
endless bounty of beauty, delight and energy - a giveaway to celebrate.

Thus there are two basic sides to the universe: the selective and self-
organizing; and two basic dialogues with nature: the scientific and religious.
The former gives us the external laws and the latter the internal ways of
relating to nature; or, simply put, objective equations and a poetic projection
of our place in the world. But both dialogues have lost their greater vision
and become parochial, defensive, lacking in wit, drama, grandeur and sur-
prise (and the new universe story is nothing if not surprising). These two
failures would be depressing if they were the only discourses, but where
science and religion have been inadequate in interpreting the emergent world-
view a fissure has opened up - and an opportunity for others with a different
cultural background. Here the artist, architect and writer can enter and con-
struct new territory, lay claim to badly-named realities and create better meta-
phors and understanding.

I will devote this book largely to others and argue a more general case, but
in my own work as a designer in Scotland I have tested some of these premises.
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Along with scientists, craftsmen and my late wife Maggie Keswick, I have
sought new forms, models and metaphors for the cosmic story, the unfolding
universe. Because it is a process and not a static entity, I have called it
'cosmogenesis'. How to present the dynamism of this story? In a spherical
model it is shown as an holistic globe spiralling out from a center, like a wave
gathering momentum (see pl29). However, if presented as a developing, jump-
ing process, it can be seen as an expanding trumpet with thirty leaps marked
as steps (see pl26). Yet exactly the same narrative can be portrayed in a differ-
ent metaphor: in a garden terrace the four jumps are dramatized as symmetry
breaks in a pattern of grass and pebbles. These end in the leap of conscious-
ness: a growing hedge that will fly over the wall and terrace. Thus three differ-
ent solutions, all compatible -with the standard model of the universe and all
alternatives to the metaphor of the Big Bang.

Post-Christian and Post-Modern
Standard science and historical theology are being transformed here in a way
that could be called Post-Christian and Post-Modern because it grows out of
Christianity and Modernism alike. Modernism itself was a Post-Christian move-
ment, but it was based on a mechanistic science and a view that the universe
developed gradually and deterministically. By contrast, the post-modern 'sciences
of complexity' explain a more creative world, a picture filled out by many
emergent sciences such as fractals, Chaos Theory, nonlinear dynamics and
Complexity Theory itself (for an evolutionary chart of these sciences see pi24).
Taken together they paint an entity that is more like a dynamic organism than
a dead machine and one which, like the Christian world-view, has a certain
purpose or telos (though not a final teleology).

Charles Jencks, Symmetry Break Terrace, Scotland, 1995. The fourjumps from left to right:
(1) burst of energy in straight lines; (2) matter emerges to bend space and time; (3) life
emerges from matter, oval shape; (4) consciousness, a hedge, springs out of life and grows.
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What is common to this view of cosmogenesis and the Christian world view?
The heart of the Christian faith is the Genesis story that culminates in Christ, a
linear, sequential view of history and one, incidentally, which distinguishes it
from many other religions. This narrative of history - with its teleological begin-
ning, middle and end - led to the Modernist view of progressive development.
Now we may know there is more than one, positive arrow of time - the
Second Law of Thermodynamics entails dissolution - but the notion of time as
creative and directional has been taken over from both Christians and Modern-
ists to become our new story of cosmogenesis, the universe as self-organizing
and growing in certain directions. Paradoxically, it is a story that can be hard to
accept, even for its inventors such as Einstein (who so 'wanted to believe in a
static, perfect, eternal universe that he fudged his equations for ten years).

Life of Forms
For artists and architects to portray the new world view with its dynamism and
ceaseless fecundity, either new languages of expression must be sought, or
previous languages developed further. The life of forms in art is the measure of
cosmogenesis. In this sense, an aesthetics of creativity is the last judge of the
cosmic process. Of course, 'Make it New' has been a principle of Modernism
from Wordsworth to Ezra Pound and 'The Tradition of the New' a cliche since
Harold Rosenberg coined the phrase in the 1960s. The newness advocated
here, typical of the cosmogenic process, is that of changing DNA or a growing
galaxy - one that also keeps a memory of its past. This is the typical creativity
of post-modernism, a double-coded creativity that links past, present and fu-
ture in an inclusive continuum. What are some of its products?

On the large scale, the authors Michael Batty and Paul Longley have identi-
fied the new way of thinking about urban life - their book Fractal Cities, 1994,
described the dynamic, pulsating form of city growth and death. London and
Los Angeles are typical fractal cities, star-shaped blobs that seem to flicker and
grow along electronic lines of communication. Fly over them at night, or better,
get the satellite view, and you can begin to understand the truth of these
supple bodies, whose life depends on constant death and renewal through the
growth of small businesses. Real cities are quite different from the mechanistic
models that Le Corbusier and other Modernists imposed on this process of life
and, with the fractal paradigm in mind, planners can now get closer to the fine-
grained, subtle growth and work with it.

A new language of form based on fractal design is beginning to permeate
our landscape - and skies. The F-117A Stealth Fighter, and its subsequent
offspring, were designed to be invisible to radar, and this requirement has
generated a series of self-similar forms which reflect radar beams. The result
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resembles some recent fractal architecture - fractured planes, crystal shapes,
forms that catch the light and shadow in brilliant chiaroscuro. This is reminis-
cent of the crystalline structures that Expressionist architects proposed in the
1920s, but the folded plates have a different rationale and are not designed to
resemble crystals: they are generated by computers and new conditions so
their form-language is quite different. Toby Russell, who works at a small scale
designing bowls and vases, accentuates the same fractured aesthetic by using
highly polished surfaces. These reflect the self-similar curves thus multiplying
the similarity. But uncanny dark spots, folds and shadows also flicker across
the surface, a consequence of the feedback of reflections on reflections.

In his project for an addition to the Victoria & Albert Museum in London,
Daniel Libeskind has produced a fractal architecture that jumps out of the
ground in a series of six leaps. Six boxes push through each other, part cubes,
part rhomboids like the ace of diamonds. The flat, intersecting walls, as calcu-
lated by the engineer Cecil Balmond, actually become the structure, allowing
column-free interiors, so the crushing shapes have a functional rationale. Gen-
erated and proved by computer, these may resemble an ice flow or a Cubist
building, but their aesthetic is also somewhat new. It has been mistakenly
called Deconstructionist because the forms collide at odd angles, but the form-
language is much more unified and self-similar than work in this tradition, and
its intentions are not to deconstruct the surrounding environment. Far from it.
Libeskind has taken the tiling idea from the extensive collection of tiles at the
V&A, he has quoted inscriptions on the existing building as justification -
'Inspiration and Knowledge' (the twin motives I will be emphasizing, of crea-
tivity and science) - and he has been led to his overall spiral by the continuous
route within the galleries. This culminates in an observation deck.

LEFT: Lock-head Martin, F-117A Stealth Fighter. Fractured planes, a fractal that makes the
plane invisible to radar. RLGHT: Toby Russell, Two Aqualine Vases, London, 1994, silver
370 x 170cm. S-shaped curves reflect back self-similar images to double the fractals.
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Libeskind's post-modern motives, to extend the past in new ways, do not
constitute a complete break with history. Rather they are shifts which extend
the existing fabric. A set of six fractal shapes at the large scale are supple-
mented by smaller 'fractiles' at three lesser scales. These self-similar tiles are
shaped like an angled L- or V-boot, something not far from the larger rhom-
boids, so there is a unifying pattern. The L-forms dance over the surface in
mirror-image, flips and rotations - standard steps, as shown by the million tiles
within the V&A. Yet their colored syncopation also has a new, explosive beat.
Past, present and future are equally acknowledged.

Another form-language is growing besides the fractal, an aesthetic based on
waves, folds and undulations. Often this form-language is derived, by analogy,
from the wave motion that underlies solitons and the quantum world and,
perhaps, from Superstrings - those minuscule vibrating units of substance -
which underlie the universe itself. Also part of the new repertoire are the twist
and warp, characteristic motifs of dramatic change which Catastrophe Theory
has illuminated in so many areas. It is no surprise to find these jumping shapes
emerging in what might be called Nonlinear Architecture (after nonlinear
dynamics, a generic name for the complexity sciences). A new shared language
of expression is growing, an aesthetic of undulating movement, of surprising,
billowing crystals, fractured planes, and spiralling growth, of wave-forms, twists
and folds - a language more in tune with an unfolding, jumping cosmos than
the rigid architectures of the past.

In the new sciences and architectures the fundamental idea relates to feedback,
self-organizing change, "which the computer is well-adapted to portray. Now,
as the architects Frank Gehry and Nicholas Grimshaw have shown, we can
conceive of curved, dynamic structures as easily as square ones, a warped grid

Daniel Libeskind, proposed addition to the Victoria & Albert Museum, London, 1996. Six
tilted trapezoids spiral through each other and form a new, structurally sound shape. Tiles
in V- and L-forms are in different scales and colors - self-similar fractiles'.
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as efficiently as a regular one. What's more, as Peter Eisenman has demonstrated,
with the computer we can generate architecture which we do not understand
beforehand or entirely control, we can grow patterns of nonlinearity - wave-
forms that suddenly expand or shrink depending on the feedback.

Such architecture is opposed to, or resists, the mainstream Modern architec-
ture that still dominates the profession, the architecture that grew out of the
Newtonian, mechanistic world-view, the architecture that reflects homo
economicus and his boring nine-to-five routine. At the end of the day we are
seeking another architecture which more adequately reflects the new world-
view, the truth that we inhabit a self-organizing universe, more surprising and
open-ended than previously imagined. Every being in it, from the atom to the
nation to the galaxy, has a quality of self-organization and a degree of free-
dom, the ability to reorganize itself through feedback. Even inanimate matter,
such as the Red Spot of Jupiter or a hurricane smashing into land, has this
quality. If you doubt it, look into yourself, look at the two most important
organs in your body, the brain and heart. Each depends on subtle self-organizing
rhythms which now can be modelled by the computer; each is balanced in a
delicate zone between too much order and too much chaos; each has the
organization of what is called 'a strange attractor'. If the brain's rhythms become
too ordered, too repetitive, one has a fit; if the heart's rhythms become too
irregular, a heart attack. Computer models of a virtual heart show the self-
organizing patterns of electrical activity which pulse through it as they move
from the zone of delicate balance to chaos, from self-similar rhythms to ar-
rhythmia, from healthy complexity to quivering fibrillation. Architects, design-
ers, artists — as Ruskin might have urged - look into your heart and study the
patterns, they show another aesthetic: the aesthetic of life.

Plan of the Book
The first section of this friendly polemic looks at the general issues of where
design is today, what it might represent of importance, and how ideas behind
complexity science relate to post-modernism and the past - especially Coleridge's
fruitful notion of the transforming powers of imagination. The most controver-
sial part of this section - a Cosmic Axiology - contends that value really is in
the universe independent of us, and it grows there in greater degrees of com-
plexity. Modernists and Christians, especially, will disagree, because they are
so used to being told that we are the great exception in nature, that nature in
itself is valueless, it knows no good or evil apart from our projections, and that
all truth, beauty and goodness lie in the eye of the beholder. I do not expect
everyone will come away from this chapter convinced - a polemic, however
friendly, states a brief case rather than makes an extended argument.
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Part Two looks at the various languages and theories of 'Nonlinear Architecture'
- fractals, wave-forms, folded forms and strategies such as superposition - as
well as the related movements of Green architecture and 'Organi-tech'.

Part Three raises an historical question: was Modernism, between 1890 and
1920, on the verge of a cosmic and spiritual architecture? Were the early Bauhaus
and Le Corbusier motivated by the same ideals as those proffered here before
they switched to the Machine Aesthetic and mechanistic view of life? I have
become a little more confident of this conjecture since the first edition of this
book. I believe there was a spiritual tradition of Modernism in all the arts which
was related to contemporary science, but curiously no single monograph has
ever pulled all the strands together to prove the point, so the conjecture has to
be left open. In any case, I here argue for a cosmogenic architecture adequate
to our view of cosmogenesis, and end the second edition with a discussion of
buildings that have recently been finished in this emergent tradition.

The basic question that has to be asked is: why is this new paradigm impor-
tant? Is the Nonlinear Architecture somehow superior, closer to nature and our
understanding of the cosmos than old Modernism? Is it more sensuous, func-
tional, livable and closer to the aesthetic codes built into perception? Has it
supplanted the tradition from which it has grown (Neo-Expressionist and
Deconstructionist architecture)? Can it produce a more subtle urban order than
the functional planning of Modernism; will its close-grained urban fabric, its
fractal order, be more conducive to economic growth and urban coherence?
Finally, 'will we recognize in its forms the basic truths that the complexity
sciences are revealing? Will it capture the truths of a jumping universe?

Charles Jencks, Fractal Desk, Scotland, 1995-
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PART ONE

SIMPLICITY AND COMPLEXITY

Complexity arising from simple contrary requirements (museum, observatory deck,
restaurant, centralized space) and different languages of architecture (industrial,

vernacular, classical). Aldo Rossi, Bonnefanten Museum, Maastricht, 1995.



I

FIASCO IN BERLIN

In the West there is a crisis in architecture that reveals a crisis in culture and the
way we live today. Western society is confused, politicians lack direction and
architects, who are meant to crystallize the noblest aspirations of an age, are at a
loss as to what to represent. Architecture reflects society, it is often said, and the
mirror it holds up today is fractured with a thousand different images, some of
them very exciting, many of them disturbing, but all of them marginalized. Our
age has lost its unifying ethos, its Christian roots, the modernist beliefs in progress,
Marxism, socialism, even triumphant capitalism. The era of 'isms' replacing reli-
gions has been superseded, and even the avant-garde hangs its head.

What is to be done? The question cannot even be asked without an ironic nod
at history, for how many times was it asked in the nineteenth century, only to be
answered at a later date with unintended results - such as the Russian Revolu-
tion. To ask it again today is to invite sceptical dismissal. But consider a recent
competition in Berlin - the center of the new Europe - and what it tells us about
the condition of culture today. In February 1993 a jury of twenty-three handpicked
architects and experts waded through 835 entries from around the world for an
exceptionally auspicious site and program, undoubtedly the most significant in
the world today. In the early 1940s the Spreebogen area, where the Spree River
bends in Berlin, had been cleared by Adolf Hitler, in preparation for a glorious
city, Germania, which he foresaw as 'the capital of the world'. Since then many
sites in the city have been opened by bomb damage and the destruction of the
Berlin Wall, but none is so huge and symbolically potent as this one. It was to be
the focus for the Third Reich, empire of a thousand years, and Albert Speer had
designed a helmeted dome sixteen times the size of St Peter's to impress on the
visitor that a new secular religion had superseded that of the Caesars and Popes.

In the end, all that Hitler left was a tabula rasa, a burnt-out, ck toneless Reichstag
and the biggest challenge to architecture since London burned in the seven-
teenth century. What should be done with the dividing line between the former
East and West Berlin, between, in other words, the two dominant paradigms of
modernity - communism and capitalism ?

How should one represent the new prime symbols of power? How. in a coun-
try embarrassed by Prussian and Nazi classicism, should one treat the Reichstag
- the 'Imperial Diet? Rebuild the old dome, and recall fascism? Have the engi-
neer Santiago Calatrava build his ovoid, known affectionately as the 'egg cup?
Or have Norman Foster build his sheltering canopy known as the petrol station'
(which may, actually, allow people to watch the deliberations of parliament)?
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Perhaps, as competitors suggested, one should cut the Reichstag in two, cover it
with a web, or wrap it like a Christo package. And what to do with the new
democratic seat of government, the Bundesrat?

The Spreebogen competition provided an opportunity to address the basic
issues of our time - politically, spiritually, ecologically - with an architecture
that symbolized a new dawn. What was the result? According to one writer:

. . . grids, semi-circles, skyscrapers, groups of small low buildings, polite
classically inspired schemes, arrangements of oddly angled shards, a few
nihilistic and apocalyptic entries, several anthropomorphic designs, and
one that looked like a serving of eggs and vegetables.1

No bananas, no cocktail sticks? We have seen such collections many times re-
cently, especially in World Fairs - so, apparently, had the jurors:

Out of all the drawings and models that had taken months to prepare and
cost architecture firms around the world enormous sums, there was noth-
ing inspiring, no brilliant or distinctive proposal that would provide an
image for the new Germany or the city of Berlin . . . [The jurors] fretted
about the dismal showing by their colleagues and the state of the profes-
sion in their respective countries. There was talk about awarding no prize
at all . . . Appropriate architectural imagery is still an open question.2

Yes, it is an open question: in what style are we to build? Or, more exactly, what
is architecture to be about in an age of confusion? What is the credible belief
system to represent? What the content beyond our anthropomorphic concerns?

For many architects and their modernist public, this is a dead issue, a nine-
teenth-century question decided long ago. 'Architecture is about process, Stu-
pid. It's about the making of architecture - function, technology, construction,

Axel Schultes, Winning Spreebogen Design, Berlin, 1993, a central spine of government
buildings in a severe Prussian Functionalist block-geometry.
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